KDUR BOARD MEETING- 05.16.19
MEDIA CENTER/KDUR
Attending- Chris Jahrling, Elizabeth Calagias, Tony Holmquist, Gail Harris, Michelle Flower Olson,
Tracey Frod, Devon Parson, Bryant Liggett
KDUR Board Notes

- Rachel will be moving on from her position as development director- last day is June 7th- she
is working close with Liggett during her transition out of KDUR. Liggett has been the
development director in the past so he is not sweating her leaving if he needs to fill in for a short
period. Rachel is setting up everything to leave KDUR in a good situation. A search committee is
going to need to occur, posting of job will be in Durango Herald, as other avenues. Liggett will
need to follow certain protocol of how to post position and make sure it is fair. Tony, Chris and
Gail have offered to be on the search committee. When the candidate pool is brought down to
a certain number then there will probably be a meet and greet/interview with board. The range
of salary will probably be around $45,000.

There will be a national search for this position and Liggett already knows that there will be
many people applying
KDUR was recently given from one person $20,000. She made a very large donation to the
college and she made sure that KDUR got a portion of the gift. Barbara Harris was the
donor. On June 11th from 2 pm-3 pm the foundation has organized a thank you party for
Barbara that will be held at KDUR. This gift puts account at over $600,000. Liggett is going to
gauge whether she is interested in being thanked on the air. This is by far the largest single
donation to KDUR
Summer DJ application meeting was 3 weeks ago- the numbers of DJ’s was down by 5 to 7
people. That being said everyone who applied for a show got a spot. They will find people to fill
in for summer programming if need be.
Gay and Lesbian Fund- this is a $3000 grant. $1500 is given up front and then KDUR needs
to make the match. This has been completed and Liggett has turned in the paperwork and this
should be provided shortly
FCC has now said “Bullshit” is no longer a safe harbor word. FCC is saying that “bullshit”
can be said or in songs anytime of the day. Board has decided that even though FCC allows this
that KDUR is still not going to allow the word “bullshit” to be used

Future fundraisers for KDUR- shooting for February as all of March is booked up with arts
center. There was feedback that Cover Night and Furniture is Art was too close together. This
should be kept in mind.
If anyone is interested in being a judge, KDUR is sponsors of Battle of the Bands at Animas
City Theater this is June 15th, July 20th, August 17th and series final is Sept. 21st.
-

Next KDUR Board Meeting is Thursday June 27th at 5:00 PM

